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Go on a world tour with Anna and her family in Farm Mania: Hot Vacation!n This time you have a unique opportunity to
participate in.As an evil, Ragu prevents your reunion with your family: he kidnaps your brother Rugget and hides him
somewhere in the house. All the victims are on his conscience... But now you have a chance to defeat him! A wonderful summer
vacation on the beach is over, and it's up to you to learn about the past of the inhabitants of the Farm House. Having obtained
dinosaur blood, you will find out that during the experiment, a CIA agent got into the laboratory. The victims of the disaster
became aware that a mysterious "virus" was working against them. Follow in the footsteps of the kidnapped scientist, dealing
with bloodthirsty dinosaurs one by one. Forgetting everything in the world, you begin to wander the streets of New York,
looking for a missing cat. You have 12 levels, 10 rooms and 100 enemies. Lots of items and animals. Enjoy driving on the
expressway and fight in a fair and uncompromising duel with enemies. Use all available means to stop the enemy. Download the
updated versions of Super Duper Meat Trip and download the complete set of homemade recipes, from stir-fry and soup to
desserts and pastries! Explore the magical cave with 10 new worlds. Gather a collection of gems that will help you reach your
goal and return to a cozy cave. Help two animals save their lives and find the way home. Dynamic action in 5 dimensions. You
have to travel the world in search of rewards. Having collected all the items on the way, you and your unique weapon will be
able to go through various traps. Try to tame the chameleon and see what it can do with the game controller. Build houses and
various structures to become rich and prosperous and surprise your neighbors. Create your character, clothes and weapons. Use
your own objects and tools to create real masterpieces! Embark on an exciting journey around the world and build a line of
defense against a possible zombie attack. In this colorful and fun game, you will have the opportunity to influence the
environment while completing various missions. Experience the new online shooter in the legendary "Magic Touch" mode.
Prove who is the king here! "Draw a picture" is a handy drawing program.
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